BOHEMIA   IN   BONDAGE
He was immediately made to understand, by that ring of grim-
faced men about him, that the part of Czecho-Slovakia was not
to make conditions, but to do what she was told.
By the time you read this, I suppose, Czechoslovakia will have
done the things demanded of her. I doubt whether she will get
anything at all in return. More and more will be demanded from
her, the iren grip will close ever more tightly on this small, brave,
hard-working people, their reduction to serfdom will be made
complete.
In Prague the German-language university has already been
transformed into a Hitlerist citadel Every day brings some new
German move, some new German order, to 'show that Czecho-
slovakia is a German colony. Hitler is 'imposing his demands
on the conquered people in parts'. One day an order is issued that
German motor cars crossing into Czecho-Slovakia no longer need
to carry the international papers necessary to enter the territory
of a sovereign state. The next day an agreement is signed giving
German troops right of way on railways passing through Czecho-
slovak territory.
Czecho-Slovakia is a German province. The older generation
of Czechs will never become accustomed to that, never overcome
the bitterness that is in their hearts. But the younger generation,
contemplating with relentless logic the way Czecho-Slovakia was
sold into bondage by her friends, are beginning to think differently.
They say that the Czech destiny, the only hope of Czech happiness,
lies in full acceptance of German domination. In a few years
they will come to rule the state. Many of them will work with
Germany in peace and fight, for Germany in war, not from
compulsion, but from conviction. They have seen that the words
'freedom', 'democracy', 'honour', were lies, invented to dupe
them. They have seen the fiasco of the states that claimed to stand
for these things, they have seen the rise of the dictatorships, they
have seen their own desertion.
At this point I should like to interpose one last word on behalf
of truth and reason.
Mr. Chamberlain, speaking in the House on February ist, 1939,
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